Please join the Murdoch School of Education for a seminar presented by Rebecca Jane Flanagan, experienced early childhood teacher, passionate children’s performer and dynamic educational facilitator.

In this seminar Rebecca will develop your musical confidence and give you ideas to engage young learners by integrating music and the arts into the learning space. You will be shown a range of ways to include music and movement in specific play and learning time, such as movement for mat time and transitions. Rebecca will use her repertoire of songs, action rhymes and finger plays from her musical audio resource, as well as a collection of props that complement and enhance a creative arts program easily and effectively. This creative training workshop will support your teaching programs by further enabling child centred creativity and multisensory experiences in the learning space and inspire you to eagerly take the ideas and put them into practice.

About the Presenter:

Rebecca Jane Flanagan has been passionate about teaching in the early years since a dramatic change in direction took her from a career in opera singing to one in early childhood education. Following the completion of her Bachelor of Early Childhood Education degree over ten years ago Rebecca went on to enjoy many happy years as a Kindergarten teacher and then went on to develop a high quality musical storytelling program which she performs at schools, libraries and community events. Due to her previous training in Classical Voice at the West Australian Academy of Performing Arts, the natural progression for Rebecca was a specialisation in the creative and performing arts. When she is not running her business “Musical Experiences For Children” or lecturing for a number of WA universities, she loves nothing more than to present professional development workshops for passionate early childhood educators.